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surely would have done, that the intimate knowledge of the rascally
crew which he boasted was all a literary pretence.
The fact that Greene had got up the subject from sources open
to everyone did not, however, escape the observation of all his
contemporaries.   That same year, 1592, some anonymous person
seized the opportunity of the general interest in the subject to
resurrect the original text-book, Harman's Caveat, and bring it
" The      out under the significant title, The Groundworke of Conny-catching.
Giound-   An enormous sub-title was added and a new introduction with two
worke of new stor;es—otherwise Harman was reproduced verbatim.   This
cricking" must ^ave ^etc^e(^ more blood than all Cuthbert Conny-catchei's
execrations would have drawn from Greene.
His next addition to the series is the most workmanlike of the
lot;  it holds together more consistently, and as a piece of fiction
tells itself more naturally than any of the other cony-catching tales.
«A         This is A Disputation, Betweene a Hee Conny-catcher> and a Shee
Disputa-   Conny-catcher, whether a Theefe or a Whoore> is most hurtfull in
tton, etc.   Cousonage, to the Common-wealth.   Discovering the secret villanies
of alluring Strumpets. With the Conuersion of an English Courtizen,
reformed this present yeare, 1592.  Nan and Lawrence debate in a
friendly way on the relative powers of mischief possessed by the
abandoned of either sex, each telling stories that come in for the
most part with considerable aptness.  Nan admittedly has the best
of it.   Over and above the arts that any evil-minded person may
acquire, she can exert the compelling power of sex, and is ruthless
in applying it to those marked down for her prey.
Oh Lawrence enter into your own thoughts, and think what the
fair words of a wanton will do, what the smiles of a strumpet will
drive a man to act, into what jeopardie a man will thrust himself for
her that he loves, although for his sweet villainy, he be brought to
loathsome leprosy, tush Lawrence they say the pox came from
Naples, some from Spain, some from France, but wheresoever it
first grew, it is so surely now rooted in England, that by S. it may
better be called A Morbus Anglicus than Gallicus, and I hope you
will grant, all these French favours grew from whores, besides in my
high loving or rather creeping, I mean where men and women do
rob together, there always the woman is most bloody, for she always
urgeth unto death, and though the men would only satisfy themselves
with the party's coin, yet she endeth her theft in blood, murthering

